PHILMONT TRAINING CENTER
WEEK 3 CONFERENCES
June 18-24, 2023

Developing Scouting Relationships To Change Lives: This course, which is designed for all Volunteer and Career Scouters with Units, Districts, Councils, Territories, and National, will present the fundamentals of relationships, how these relationships interact to change lives, and explore the many components of connections which impact Scouting in positive ways leading to growth.
$475 plus housing

The ABCs of Patch Design: During the middle ages, men of art spent years on tapestries to capture a significant event in the history of a King or Kingdom. Today, with modern tapestries, Scouting has commemorated events, activities and milestones with patch designs … but not everyone realizes they too can add to our history by designing a patch themselves. After this Patch Design course, every participant will be able to design the simplest 3 inch patch on up to the most intricate design patterns of 4-5 patches.
Half Week June 18-21
Training Center Attendees - $260 plus housing
Zoom Attendees - $90.00

District and Council Key 3 Courses - Steering the “Ships” Toward Council Standards and Beyond: Heading out of some troubled waters in order to maneuver into a successful future, your Council and District Key-3s will discuss and strategize the essential Council “Ships,” namely the aspects of Leadership, Stewardship, Relationships, Membership and Program-ship. Participants will develop navigational plans to move forward in achieving the new Council Performance Standards. Each day will bear toward a different “ship” and allow time for presentations, questions, discussion, and strategizing among conference leaders, other participants, and within specific Key-3s. Council and District leaders will steer through the questions dealing with the standards, the impacts of current mitigations, the post-pandemic culture, unit service, establishing trust, and practical programming.
$475 plus housing

Lets Play Games: Learn how to harness the power of games in your Scouting program. Games help improve communication, planning, teamwork, trust, leadership, decision making, problem solving, and self-esteem. Much time will be spent playing and learning to facilitate multiple types of initiative games. Your conference handout includes over 30 games.
$475 plus housing

Scout Museum Workshop: Curriculum for Local Scout Museum Personnel: The Scout Museum Workshop is designed as a gathering for local Scout Museum leaders and others if space permits. This inaugural workshop provides hands-on preservation and restoration of the Seton library collection by the participants, as well as ten preservation and display courses spread throughout the week for education and training of local scout museum personnel. The weekend program will immerse museum professionals and volunteers in best practices for museum operations and artifact preservation.
$475 plus housing

Opening Doors: Women, Mentors, and Allies: Women have long been volunteer leaders of BSA—and now more women than ever are serving in leadership roles at every level. As women continue to serve Scouting’s mission, it is important that we create a more welcoming culture for women and other underrepresented populations. If you are a woman looking for mentors and allies who can help you open doors, this course is for you. If you are interested in helping women open doors, this course is for you. Led by a highly experienced and largely female staff, this course will challenge you to establish your own goals as well as a plan for growing diversity in your local council and across the Scouting movement. We will provide lots of time for small group discussions and problem-solving exercises—so that we can all learn from each other.
$475 plus housing

For More Information And To Register Go To: www.philmontscoutranch.org/ptc/ptc-conferences/
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